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GLEE CLUB WINS
NEW ACADEMIC COURSE TO BE ADDED
CHAPPELL-BARNES
Taps
Garnival
SECOND PLACE IN
TO CLEMSON CURRICULUM NEXT YEAR SERVICES MAKE/
Couse Giving Broad Training
natural and social sciences for
STATE^ CONTEST
INFLUENCE FIT To Be Gay Hop
Will Lead to B. S. Degree
those who have not yfet fully
The Registrar's office announces that the next college catalog,
now being prepared for the press,
will include a new course leading
to the Bachelor of Science degree. This will be known as the
Academic Course and will take
the place in the curriculum now
occupied by the General Science
Course.
The new course is designed to
appeal particularly to those students who intend to enter the
professions of law or medicine, to
teach, or to engage in scientific
investigation. Besides, it wil provide a thorough training in the

decided upon a future field of
work and who therefore
prefer
a general course.
The new course permits a student to elect, with certain restrictions, about half of the semester
credit hours necessary for graduation. This flexibility and adaptability to
individual tastes
and
needs will, doubtless, add to its
attractiveness,
especially
to the
interested in the theroretical or
academic studies.
Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, registrar,
or Dr. D. W. Daniel, director of
the Academic Department, may be
consulted for further particulars.

STATE MUSIC CLUBS STATE TREASURER,
TO VISIT CLEMSON
CLEMSON MAN, IS
AND HEAR CONCERT
TAKEJHiY DEATH
Concert Orchestra and Cadet
Band Will Give Concert
For Visitors
The State Federation of Music
Clubs, of which the Clemson Coocert Orchestra is a member, a
branch of the National Federation
of Music Clubs, is 'holding its annual convention in Anderson this
week. The convention will last three
days March 11 to March 13, inclusive.
During this time an extensive programme will be carried
out.
The programme consist of
lectures, recitals, contests and discussions pertaining to the musical
world.
t>]
The delegates to the convention
will
visit the Clemson
campus
Thursday, and Thursday afternoon
at four o'clock the Concert Orchestra and the band will entertain delegates of the convention
|h a concert in the college chapel,
first (half hour of the pro|me the band will gieve selecand the remainder of the
imme will be played by the
|t Orchestra.
The visitors
entertained by the Womans
thile on the campus. There
no admission charge to
fcert.
Ipresence of these visitors
(campus will mean quite a
lin the cap of the Concert
p.. So far thse boys have
[.e or no recognition, but
coming of these visitors
will become known all
i state in musical circles.
the spring the Orchestra
Jng to make a trip through
|e.
Many towns are on
Idule for a visit.
larleston has been banned
Ivograph playing restricted
Tsburg Academy, in Penniwhile the sons of Presiidge formery were stu|ile the Charlestoning has
le "stag" variety, so
it been that the foors
3n up and the plaster
kwn.
has taken such rapid
[Honlulu in the last few
a new stadium seating
II be constructed for the
Lof the season next fall.

S. T. Carter, ex-'96, Father of
Sophomore, Buried in
Columbia
Samuel Tompkins Carter, for 13
years state
treasurer of
South
Carolina, a student at Clemson
during the first two years of the
college, and the father of S. T.
Carter,
Jr.. a member
of the
Sophomore Class here now, died
at his home in Columlbia last
Tuesday.
Funeral services were
held last Thursday.
Mr.
Carter was
the dean of
South Carolina's constitutional administrative officers, having served
continuously
as state
treasurer
from January 15, 1913 to the
time of his death. In this office
he was a capable and efficient
finance officer and inaugurated
a number of new methods of handling the state's business.
On being
informed of Mr.
Carter's
death, Governor McLeod expressed
deep regret, saying, "He was by
years the senior administrative officer of this state and Was always
a faithflu, efficient, and progressive servant of South Carolina. In
his death the state suffers a great
loss."
A native of Edgefield county, Mr.
Carter enrolled as a student at
Clemson College when the doors
of the institution were first opened in 1893.
He completed the
sophomore year here, and although
he did not continue his college
course to graduation with the class
of 1896, he was ever a loyal son
of Clemson and took an active interest in the affairs of the college up to the time of his last
illness. Mr. Carter was one of the
many visitors at the alumni Homecoming celebration here on the day
Clemson-Auburn football game last
fall.
Samuel T. Carter, Jr., oldest son
of the
state treasurer,
entered
Clemson in September 19 24 and is
at present a member of the Sophomore Class.
Mr.
Carter died
after being
seriously ill intermittently since
last Thanksgiving. He is survived
by Mrs. Carter, seven children, two
sisters, and one brother.

Strong Preacher and iong- Girls Galore Will Flock to TiLeader From Ashville Apgertown; Taps Staff Makes
peal to Clemson
All Plans
Since Sunday evening, tfo men
have been on the campis who
are doing everything in ther power
to interest men in ChristV way of
life. From the first servia on Sunday evening their influenei has been
felt, and their popularity las grown.
The preaching of Rev. Asiley Chappell combined with the Singing of
J. Foster Barnes compose? the forces
of an attraction w^hich has drawn
for each succeeding meethg a larger
crowd of cadets and civlians.
The first sermon of Rev. Chappell's was a masterpiece of literary
achievement, since the spsaker swept
through the greatest works of literature and gave one supparting illustration after another until the hearers were compelled to sse the truth
of the message which.dealt with the
dual
nature of man,
and the
eternal struggle between the good
and the evil in each man's soul.
The nest nj#:ress was rrtveav at.
the nwraing crapel icn-r-vice on tho
old story of the five wise and five
foolish virgins. The underlying
message of this message was preparedness—Not for war, but preparedness for the great problems of
uf life and the still greater problem
of death.
From this subject. Rev. Chappell
turned to the story of the talents
which were left in the charge of
three servants while the master of
the place was awayf 'for the subect of the evening address on Monday. Then on the next morning he
spoke on the "Four Bewares," giving
an excellent address on values in
general; the value of mass action,
the value of show and pretense,
the value of things which cannot
be bought for gold.
At each of the services Mr. J.
Poster Barnes 'has led the singing, and has sung a solo. There is
no necessity for telling the men
who have heard him that Mr. Barnes
is a splendid singer, for that fact
is evident form every tone of his
voice.
Altogether these services are proving to be very valuable, and their
popularity >is growing each day.
Surely every man should avail himself of this opportunity to hear
a great preacher and a splendid
singer. These men are guests of the
college, the Y. M. C. A., and tne
various churches on the campus,
and came here at their invitation.
The evening services are being
held each night at 6:45. The last
service will be Friday night.
Dickson-Stevens Wedding
Is Surprise to Campus

An event which was a suprise
to many people of the campus was
the marriage of Miss Fanny Sue
Dickson to Mr. John T. Stevens,
the eeremony being performed In
Anderson Saturday evening by Rev.
John McSween.
Mrs Stevens is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Gregory Dickson of Darlington. She attended
Winthrop College and has since been
working on the Clemson campus for
three years. Mr. Stevens' home is
at Young's Island, near Charleston.
A fraternity of all non-fraternity He is a Clemson Graduate, Class
men is being planned at the Uni- 1925, and Is now in charge of a
versity of Southern California.
large truck farm.

The next big social event to
which "Tigertown" is looking forward is the Taps Oarnivail, to be
given by the Taps staff on the
evening of March 19.
This will
be one of our biggest social events
of the year and every one is expecting to have a merr.y time. All
plans are fast being completed and
in a few days everything will be
set for that gala occasion.
The most attractive group of girls
that has ever been to Clemson, is
expected at this dance, for at that
time, not only Winthrop and Coker
colleges will be having their spring
holidays, but also a number of
other girls' colleges in the state.
The list of expected guests, even at
this early date, shows that some of
the most popular young ladles, not
only of South Carolina, but also of
Georgia and North Carolina, will
be present.
The work of decorating is going
on at' a iapia pacer rror. KCaTtrrci
Seigler has Charge of this work,
and he and his helpers are doing
wonders with the interior of the
big bymnasium. One of the plans
is to enlarge the dancing space
in order to accommodate a larger
crowd.
Another thing planned to add joy
to the occasion is th preformance
to be given by the Clemson Glee
Club, in the college chapel on that
evening.
The present Glee Club
is one of the best Clemson has
had for years, and everyone is
expected to enjoy its
program.
Featuring the program
will be
solos, quartets, choruses, reading,
orchestra, and a minstrel.
Those who have not made plans
to attend this dance should do so
at once, write to some young lady
and urge her to be present, put
her name on the list in Room 159
and remember the date is March
19. Attending this dance will not
only mean an enjoyable time for
you, but will also help the Taps
staff put out a better Annual.

LOCAL POST AMERICAN
LEGION HOLDS MEETING
American Legion Post No. 42,
held its regular meeting March 3.
After a short business meeting the
social
committee
took
charge.
Several
games were played and
contests held.
In a spirited automobile race
between Miss Cornelia Graham and
Mr. F. B. Mobley, in a Hupmobile
and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendroff and
Mr. J. T. McAllister, in a Chrysler,
the Chrysler was declared winner.
The local post is using every
means
possible to
interest and
bring into the organization the exservice men of the campus.
To
date there are twenty-six members.
Eight more additions will equal
the goal set for 1926. Ex-service
men are invited to make application
for membership to the Commander.
Mr. C. L. Morgan, or to any member of the organization.

Concert Orchestra Delights
Audience With Classical
Numbers
Last Saturday night at Converse
College the Clemson Glee Club
won second place in the State Glee
Club Contest. Wofford won first
place
for the second successive
year, and if they continue to win
next year they will gain permanent possession of the silver trophy
cup.
The entire program presented by
the Wofford, Presbyterian, and
Clemson clubs was excellent. The
prize song, "Robin Adair," which
was sung by each of the clubs,
was interpreted by each in a new
way. The soft crescendos were
excellently sung by each of the
clubs, and a depth of feeling not
usually noticeable in college glee
club singing was good.
The Presbyterian club, singing
"Uncle Rome," a song of the old
slavery negro, did creditably, giving
it that low, lullably tone the negroes so often use in their songs.
"rtnT-CleiKbon _ong, "Annie I*a oHe,"
was well sung and expressed a
depth of feeling. The Woford selection was "The Cossack." All the
alma maters were sung with tender feeling and showed a marked
reverence.
The three contestants each gave a
five minute entertainment following the contest singing. A Presbyterian quartet gave an exhibition
of the "Charleston" dance.
The
Clemson club won generous applause
by a chorus song which was neither
classical nor jazz.
The Wofford
double quartet rendered a good
light selection.
The officers of the Glee Club
Association are:
H. J.
Bennett,
Wofford, president; A. W. Holler,
Carolina, vice president; F. E.
Buck, Clemson, secretary; J. B.
O.
Landrum,
Wofford,
secretary; and, J. D. Mclnnis, Presbyterian College treasurer. The judges
of the contest were
Edwin M.
Steckel, chairman, director of public
school music in Gastonia; Harry
Edward Mueller, organist and choir
director in Asheville; and A. Vermin McFee, director of music at
the state normal college, Johnson
City, Tenn.
Music of the classical type was
rendered throughout the evening by
the Clemson Symphony Orchestra.
The audience was well pleased by
their selections.
One of the outstanding features
of the program was the excellent
appearance of the Clemson club.
Dressed in their dress unforms of
blue coat, white trousers, and red
sashes, they presented a very pleasing sight.
The personnel of the Clemson glee
club is as follows:
J. A. Boyd,
M. C. Crain, A. J. Dupre, C. Y.
Phillips, B.. N. Traluck, J. M.
Atkinson, W. B. Calhoun, J. B.
Caughman, L. E. Cromer, T. M.
Ross E. V. II. Weeb, W. A. AVhite,
J. C. Evans, J. F. McGowan, J.
A. Warren, W. A. Shands, D. R.
Ergle, G. C. Imes, J. G. Ford, E.
M. Salley. H. L. Shands, W. L.
Lippincott, accompanist. W.
A.
Shands is director and D. R. Ergle
is manager.

The Daddy Long Legs Culb at
Ohio State offers membership only
George Lyon, Jr., 76-year-old
to those men of long standing who Harvard student, has withdrawn
have attained at least six feet, (In from school and will devote his
height, of course.)
time to the fruit growing business.
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and
sanitation; for
our power
plants, machinery,
and lines of
communication; for our industrial
development and the reclamation
of our waste areas.
From the day of the isolated
craftsman to this day of massed
industry, the engineer has made
possible the advance which can"HE ROARS FOR CX.EMSON"
"lot be reckoned because there has
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college ,een no simtilar advance comparable
lai/l'/l
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The
engineer
has
made
fe assume a scientific instead of
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
. haphazard, chaotic aspect.
He
Advertising rates on request
le developed an exactness of proEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, cure and has worked out cause
&d effect on a calcuable basis.
South Carolina.
E has introduced economics into
al the affairs of men.
He has
_ Editor-in-Chief
W. W. BRYAN ..
prvided the world with a new
Business Manager
J. B. CAUGHMAN
bais of judgment and appreciaT. F. ACKER
Associate Editors
tio,
D. H. ROSS
J. K. AVENT
Ills industrial relationship which
... Athletic Editors
mus exist between all nations for
W. C. BROWN '
Associate Athletic Editor
thei proper growth and developR. H. MITCHELL .
Social Editor
men and the peace of the world,
J. A. WARREN
Club News Editor
will involve the strictest applicaJ. H. BAKER
Y. M. C. A. Editor
tion it economic principles and a
H. L. BALDWIN ....
Joke Editor
dlligtit study of human relations
F. B. LEITZSEY ....
so ■ti.t all men may claim the
L. E. CROMER )
Associate Joke Editors
right to live and progress.
This
J. A. MILLNG I
is a f notion, the essential service,
J. KERSHAW I
Staff Reporters
of the engineer.
it is not only
G. E. METZ
C "
an opprtunity but a duty for the
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
engineeing profession to make its
R. H. GARRISON )
Circulation Managers
service effective in enarging the
G. H. BRODIE
j
lives o' all the people in the
world.

CADETS REQUESTED
TO HELP IN MAKING
CAMPUS ATTRACTIVE
The Horticultural Division of the
college,
which is in
charge of
beautifying the entire campus, including the lawns of the various
homes, is making special efforts
at the present time to have Clemson's naturally beautiful campus
present a more attractive appearance
this spring than ever before.
In order that the shrubs and
trees which add so mtuch to the
attractiveness of the campus may
look their best, officials of the
Horticultural Division have requested the cadets to refrain from pinching twigs off the shrubs or trees
or otherwise thoughtlessly injuring
these
ornaments to the college
grounds.
In the past many ornamental
shrubs on the campus, notably the
cedars in front of the Main Building, have been practically ruined
by thoughtless pinching and breaking by the students.
Clemson has a campus that ranks
with the most beautiful n the
country. Under the capable supervision of Prof.
C. C. Newman,

chief of the Horticultd
its beauty will becomej
the coming of spring
the students are reqii
operate in making tr
more attractive by allowing
shrubs and trees to assume th^
natural shape without disturbance^
A waffle iron is the first prize
offered to the sturdent at Washington University who sells most
tickets for an all-university waffle
breakfast staged by the Y. W. C.
A.
Marriage between co-eds, without the consent of parents, is a
serious offense at all government
colleges in China.
The offenders
are dismissed and punished without mercy, whatever that means.
Phonographs are employed in
teaching English in many schools in
the Phillipines. The idea is very
old. We have professors right here
that sound like phonoghaphs when
they get wound up.
iaggl^lKirai^f^l»1l51^i«![gll51f51(gl[Hir51[ar^[«lTHTlg1[5t|[

PRACTICALLY

NEW

CORONA FOUR
Typewriter at a Bargain
See W. K. Palmer, at Fort Hill Bank

EDITORIAL
THE PASSING OF A WORTHY SON
Clemson College and the entire state of South Carolina
share with his family the deep sorrow which marks the death
of Samuel Tompkins Carter, one of the most faithful and capable public officers the Palmetto State has had.
A type of the splendid manhood which Clemson College
has given the state and the nation, Mr. Carter never forgot
the college where he was for two years a student, and only
shortly before his last illness attended a Homecoming Day
celebration with other Tigers who have made their mark in
the world.
„,
.
.
The state has lost a splendid officer, Clemson a loyal son.
And to the oldest son of this true Tiger, S. T. Carter, Jr., hin
self now a Clemson man of the class of 1928, as well as t
the other members oi the family, Clemson sxtsnds Its de.ep~

sympathy.
A FORWARD STEP
Clemson's authorities are to be
congratulated upon the addition of
a new course, to be known as the
Academic Course, to the curricula of
the college. It is a toward step; one
of the many that will tend to
place the college more prominently
than ever in the forefront of the
South's technical and scientific institions.
This Academic Course will give
a broad training in the sciences,
and it will lead, as do Clemson's
other four-year courses to the Bachelor of
Science degree.
A large
amount of the work will be elective
so that each student may, under
the direction of the faculty, map
out a plan of study which will best
suit his individual needs.
In this -way those who do not wish
to specalize in any particular field
of agriculture or engineering may
still como to Clemson, take advantage of the splendid opportunities
for scientific study which the college offers, and secure a broad
training.
The addition of the new course
to the curriculum thus opens the
doors of Clemson more widely to a
highly desirable class of students.
No longer will those to whom Clemson's traditions and opportunities
beckon need to turn elsewhere for
their college education simply because they do not want highly specialized training in agronomy, dairying,
electrical civil, or mechanical engineering, or Whatnot.
This specialized technical training will ever be Clemson's primary
mission—her first duty.
At the
same time it is a wise move to
encourage the man who wants wider
courses.

THINKING

NEEDED

An excellent suggestion is that
advanced by The Gamecock in its
leading editorial last week, a suggestion that could well be followed by
both Clemson and Carolina men.
It is that the std udents in the University (and it applies equally to
Clemson) give more thought and
attention to the affairs of the state
government of South Carolina, particularly when, as at present, the

legislature is in session, and especially in regard to matters of taxation and appropriations.
The halls of the legislature reverberate with heated discussion
of the problems that beset the state;
the press is full of comment. College men of the present will, in a
very short time, be the leaders of
their communities. They cannot lead
intelligently unless they understand
the problems.
Many copies of The Greenville
News, The Piedmont, The State, and
other daily papers are distributed
in the Clemson barracks each day.
Every one of these papers carries
complete news articles about the
activities of the legislature and other
departments of the government.
College men who will soon be playing an important part in molding
the public opinion of the commonwealth would do well to mull over
the financial aspects of their state
government with at least a shade
of the zeal they devote to the economics of Andy Gump's newly acquired
850,000 nest egg.

One of the power amplifier stages of tne
world's first super-power transmitter

Antenna of super-power transmitter

On the rolling plains of South Schenectady, in
several scattered buildings, is a vast laboratory for
studying radio broadcasting problems. Gathered
here are many kinds and sizes of transmitters, from
the short-wave and low-power sets to the giant
super-power unit with a 50- to 250-kilowatt voice.
r

THE ENGINEER OF THE
FUTURE
By F. F. FRAZIER
In The Virginia Tech
The engineer in the past has
been a designer and a builder.
In the future he will be concerned
more 'and more with human relationships. The human element is
an important part of almost every
problem which involves- engineering service and the highest aim of
any profession should be devotion
to service for the betterment of
life.
The engineer has always stood
on the frontier of civilization and
in little more than half a centurly
the world has been transformed
from a group of isolated states and
countries into one gigantic inetitution of connected and closely related people. Commerce now knows
no
nationality and
speaks all
languages. Wherever man is, there
is a market.
The. engineering
profession is responsible for our
routes of transportation, our rail
roads, highways, steamships, canals,
rivers, harbors, and bridges; for
our sewer systems, water supplies,

The Worlds
Loudest Voice

From the studio of WGY in
Schenectady, six miles from the
developmental station, there
may be controlled a great
number of transmitters, one of
which is the first super-power
transmitter in the world.
WGY, together with its associates, KOA of Denver and KGO
cf Oakland, is the General Electric Company's assurance to
the American public that radio
broadcasting shall be maintained upon the highest
standards.
A new series of G-E advertisements showing what electricity
is doing in many fields will be
sent on request. Ask for booklet GEK-1.

ENERAL

ELECTRIC

Super-power and simultaneous broadcasting or
several wave lengths from the same station are
among the startling later-day developments _ ir
radio. And even with hundreds of broadcasting
stations daily on the air throughout the land, thes^
latest developments stand for still better servid
to millions of listeners.
Only five years old, yet radio broadcasting had
developed from a laboratory experiment into a
mighty industry. And alert, keen young men havj
reaped the rewards.
But history repeats itself. Other electrical devek
ments will continue to appear. And it will be j
college man, with broad vision and trained mi^
who will be ready to serve and succeed.

AL ELECTR
COMJi

SCHENECTADY

NEW
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DR. CALHOUI WIL
RETIRE AS HEArOF
SCIENCEJCiDEMY
Meeting of South Car.ina Scientists to be He] at
University

Wants To Know
Rstus was down by the river
fishing, and a giant .catfish took
in the hook and dragged Rastns
in also.
Rastus came up spitting
mud.
When he
could get
his
breath he yelled:
" What I want
to find out is dis:
Is I fishin'
or lie dis here catfish niggerin?"

In On The Clean-Up
First Lunch Hound—"Well, old
strawberry, howsa boy? I just had
■a plate of oxtail soup and feel
bully."
Second Counter Field—■"Nothing
to it, oud watermelon.I just had
a plate of hash and feel like everything."—Green Onion.

Mrs. Workentin—"Has the pro-i
fessor had MB breakfast?"
Maid—"I don't know, ma'm."
Mrs. Workentin — "Then ask
him."
Maid—"I did, but he doesn't
know either." ■—Ex.

Some
cowboys' idea
of broadcasting is making a girl get out and
walk.

First Flea:
"Where will you
send Oswald when he grows up?"
Second Flea:
"Oh,
I suppose
he'll do like his father and go to
the dogs."
It's easy enough to be pleasant,
When
life flows
'round and
'round;
But thei man worth while,
Is the man who can smile,
When his garters are coming
down.
.MILITARY EPITAPHS
Here lies the remains of Michael
O'Kelly,
He cussed the sergeant at Mond
day reveille.
Lies slumbering here, one William
Blake,
An Army mule he scratched with
a rake.
Beneath this stone is Corporal
Slaughter,
He tried to kiss the Colonel's
daughter.
Here lies a soldier, Private Dees,
He took a punch at two M. P's.
Beneath the sod is Johnny Claim,
He stacked the cards on a friendly
game.
Here's all that's left of Private
Yost,
The Colonel found him asleep on
post.
Lies
resting here one
Sergeant
Glum,
Who died from eating Army
slum.
Here's
Samuel Smith,
but not
alive,
He got in front of a forty-five
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Sir Upan-Atemi — "Pahdon, old
thing, but tell me how the deuce
did the officers discover the hiding
place of the ruffian?"
Downen Owt—"Deah me, 'pon
my wold, old cow, don' che know
the bally rottah accident'ly stepped
on a pair of scales and gave himself a weigh.
Decudely unfortunate, eh what?"—Oklahoma Whirlwind. •
"Wheredya get the name
'Teddy' for your car?"
"There are no doors.
You
simlply step—in."
One good hand o-f strip poker
would send most girls home in a
barrel.
Mary had a little lamb,
Also a dog and a bear,
I've often seen her lamb and dog —
But my poem stops right there.
—The Teohinican.—
Hush little ratlet,
^Da&^k—*i ii

«• r~i

You'll ba an alumnus
Bye and bye.
—Mercer Cluster.
"She's very photographic."
"Really?"
Yes; sit in the daTk room and
await developments."
Overheard at the Restraurant
Waiter: Wonderful weather we're
having, sir.
Absent-Minded Prof.:
All right,
bring me some.
—Nebraska Awgwan.

Rastus' boss came into Rastus'
house, where Rastus' wife, big fat
Mandy,
was eating "pork
'and
greens."
"Mandy,"
said
he,
"prepare
Ozark Lumberman:
"Nice stand yourself for a terrible shock. Rasjpine over there."
tus was hit by a train and—
fihigan Lumberman:
"Them?
"Good Lawid" exclaimed Manrht them was weeds."
dy. "if mah husband is dun daid
yo' shore is gwine t' heah some
awful
wailin' when
ah finishes
Pate
liy girl to the soda fount, dese greens."
|y pocket is filled with dolls;
Visitor—Is that your daughter
\her that the cost doesn't playing?
it—
Father—Yes, that's her.
la" is all that she orVisitor—She seems to be playing
with one hand.
jo to that fateful place;
Father—Yes,
there's a
fellow
Inly a dime o my credit; from college playing with the other.
\e thought that darkens
face,
Our idea of a dirty trick is that
the orders
"pineapple played on us by one of our frater|ert."
nity brothers who staggered into the
—Emory Wheel.
open house. D'ye know, he presisted
in hanging around and every time
'11 not go on with the I went by with my girl whispering
til the room
settles in a hoarse undertone:
"Fur Gawd's sake, Ed, be care|spering from the front ful o fthat tux.
Don't sit down
• go home and sleep in it. I can't do it myself."
man."—Western.
—Exchange.
tJudge—"T-t-ww-enty,ff-ftwenty-f-'ff-ive y"I can read your mind just ike
a book," the professor was droning.
Ky Gawd! Sixty-five
"Well, why don't you go there?"
drawled a cynic in the rear seat.
—Phoenix.
Two From Texas
Prof.:
What are you going into
Is recently arrested for
lives and is now under- the parlor of that Co-ed boarding
lamination to test his house for?
Fresh: Doing some outside work
|will certainly be found
in visual instruction.
pain.
—Texas Ranger.
—Denver Parrakeet.

to the pieces of fifty years ago,
but the comparison, it seems to
us, was somewhat unfair to the
present day in that the up-to-date
selections were songs of the moment which will not last, while
the twenty-five year old numbers
were not things that were popular
then and had been resurrected for
comparison but songs that have
actually lived ever since and will
probably continue to live.
Such
songs as "The Rosary," "Coming
Through the Rye," and "Old Black
Joe"
are not simply
songs of
twenty-five or fifty years ago; they
are songs of all time.
Having played "When You and
I were young, Maggie" as one of
the songs of fifty years ago, the
quartet
probably thought it was
pulling something new when it
gave a rendition as it would have
been if the composer of that old
song bad lived in the good year
19 26.
But that is
where they
guessed wrong. Ben Robertson (the
one and only "Milly," who made
every piano around Clemson resound with ragtime) was playing
"When You and I Were Young,
Maggie" in jazz time six and seven
years ago.
And
all
Clemson
cadets and their fair ladies danced
to it.
—W. W. B.

THREE

CONCERT ORCHESTRA'S
CONCERT IS POSTPONED
The Clemson Concert Orchestra's, which was scheduled to give
a concert in the college chapel
Sunday afLernoou, postponed the
performance due to unavoidable
delay in the return of several
of the musicians from Spartanburg where the orchestra played
Saturday night.
A large audience of cadets and
campus people had gathered for
the musical program.
They were
informed by Cadet H. E. Gaffney
that several
members of
the
orchestra had been delayed by
automobile trouble on the road
between Spartanburg and Clemson, and that without these men
the orchestra could not do justice to its program.
Gaffney at
the same time announced a concert to be given jointly by the
orchestra and the band Thursday
afternoon
and invited
all
those who had gathered for Sunday's
concert "to -.. return Thursday.

Several Clemson men will take
part in the program oithe third
annual meeting of the !>uth Carolina Academy of Seienc' on March
18.
The meeting will >e held in
LeConte
College,
Un'ersity
of
South Carolina in Colmbia.
Dr.
F. H. H. Calhoun, diretor of the
Agricultural Departnuen ■">* Clemson
College and professor £ geology,
will end a successful jfip as pres
ident of the organizatl.'. Dr. Calof the
houn
is also a men pr
Executive Council.
si
The program will in pde the following talks by the presentative
Clemson men:
Preiiiential Addres by Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun,
Stud—They say Bill made the
director of the Agrfcultural Deteam.
partment; "An Ecommic Analysis
Dent—Well, I wouldn't say that,
of the Forestry Situation in South
but of course he helped.
Carolina" by H. H Tryon, Extension specialist in jorestry; "Development of the cjton Plant in QgBBISSlHlHgHra
Relation to the Biohfy of the Boll
Weevil" by F. A. linton of Florence Branch Experiment Station;
"Cooperative Resear/i in S. C. by
H. W. Barre, '05, irector of the
South Carolina Exp< iment Station;
"Fruiting Studies \ th Cotton" by
George M. Armstro g, '14, of the
Florence Branch I Kperiment Station; "What is the fauna of South
Carolina" by F. Siherman, proTwenty-Inch Bottom White Duck Trousers.
t'essor of entomolo y at Clemson;
Constants
of
"Basic
Ionization
Baseball, Golf, Tennis and Track Equipment.
Creatinine.
Dissoci ition Constants
of weak Organic A ids and Bases"
by E. N. Shiver f the Florence
Branch Experiment Station. Several
Come down and see my
other talks will be given by prominent scientific au horities of the
-•"■ *~~ "'
NewoSpring Goods
state.
The object of thi organization is
well defined.
The! great progress
in its short life goes to vraye. that
■pIMMa JM
a great rlea: ,, ... i,, done 10 neip
scientific work of South Carolina.
—J. H. B.

NEW SILVER GREY AND BLUE DOUBLEBREASTED SUITS JUST ARRIVED

HOKE SLOAN'S

SYMPHONY QUARTET
PRESENTS^ CONCERT

An old Clemson man in business at Clemson,

Mediocre Rendition of Fine
Music Marks Lyceum
En ter tainment

And 100 Percent for Clemson

The Cleveland Symphonic Quartet,
appearing as one of the numbers on
the lyceum course presented a rather HHHHSB1HBBHH1M
colorless and mediocre program in
the college chapel Saturday night. 4!*W jftk^^k j^fc A^ jftfc jftfc j^tn^lh A A A it A A A J7A ATJJ A^A A itt A\t A A A A A
Four instruments, violin, cello,
flute, and either piano or harp,
were used in the ensemble numbers
arid each member of the quartet
also gave solos.
Most of the selections rendered
by the quartet were standard things
which, when played well, are always popular, such stand bys as
the "Barcarolle" from "Tales of
Hoffman" and Paderewiski's graceful "Minuet."
The musicians of
the quartet played these compositions with entire correctness, but
— JUST ARRIVED —
in a drab manner, lacking the
spirit and feeling which make of
these beautiful melodies things of
life and joy.
A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF CLEMSON
Mechanically their performance
may have been quite all right, but
it lacked the spark wliich marks
SEAL JEWELRY AND NOVELTIES
the master's touch, and consequently,,'throughout most of the concert,
the fair-sized audience which had
braved a wet and wintry night was
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
unenthusiastic.
The solo numbers which pleased
the Clemson audience most were
two lilting, rollicking tunes rendered on the harp by the young lady
who alternated between that instrument and the piano. The harp
is, somehow, an instrument which,
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
when
played at all
well, seems
almost to sing with tunefullness
and the two harp solos were the
high lights of the program SaturFOUNTAIN PENS
COLLEGE SUPPLIES
day night.
As the concluding numbers the
PENNANTS
JEWELRY
STATIONERY
quartet played three medleys of
popular airs, one of the present
time, one of twenty-five years ago,
♦♦♦
and one of fifty years ago.
The
big hand from the audience went ►♦<M$N^*^M^*<M$M$^^
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DRAMATIC CLIMAX TO FAMOUS TRIAL
AS MITCHELL IS CONVICTED RY SOCIETY
Strong Men Weep and Women
none other than "Red" Mitchell
Collapse Under Strain in
and F. J. Fishburne.
Judge Law's Court
Jones further stated that he and
Judge and jury alike wept in
passionate unison Tuesday night
at the dramatic climax of the famous "Red" Mitchell trial when the
prisoner and his young bride-to-be
collapsed
under
the
terrible
emotional strain af gruelling cross
questioning.
Both of them wept
silently, while a spasmodic flurry
of handkerchiefs out in the courtroom bore proof that spectators
were deeply touched by the tender
scene.
"Why do you stack your sins
so high," inquired Judge Jack Law
with tears streaming down his
cheeks, "have you never heard of
Jezabel, Annanias and, other such
characters jji^suo^fd-vfide fame? I
wag^^tfSce young and fickle like
•^ou, and someday I may have a
son like you—who knows? You are
guilty. The jury has said so, and
I say so myself, and the guilty
must be punished."
Here
Judge Law
paused in
solemn meditation. The silence was
profound, broken only the despairing sobs of miserable Miss Pantzleg
who wept on the comforting shoulder of F. J. Fishburne who was
endeavoring to solace the poor
woman.
"I hereby sentence you," boomed
Judge Law collecting himself for
the unpleasant ordeal, "to wear
a pair of field glasses around your
neck at all times for a period of
three weeks, and to solicit ten new
members for the Calhoun Literary
Society."
Thus a great trial came to an
end and the results thereof will
■e far reacfr'ng.
The case of Calhoun Literary
jociety vs "Red" Mitchell charging the defendant with bringing
disgrace to the society centered on
occurences alleged to have transpired on Sunday February 21. On
r &c*Xt; flic defendant
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his companion were persued by the
above mentioned parties for quite
a distance, and .that once, when they
halted to rest, they saw Fishburne
and
Mitchell struggle
for the
posession of field glasses.
The witness also testified that
he hid in the old laundry and
when Mitchell and his friends passed there he distinctly heard the
words "muddy shoes," "pulls," and
"commissions"
mentioned ^^^uite
freely.
***^~"*'""""'
Purvis, E., of the Hell Cat brigade, was £He next to take the
stand. He substantiated the testimony ojf'*nis predecessor stating that
he too had been sot upon by a
g'ang of ruffians armed with field
glasses and telescopes. Mr. Purvis
denied that he had done anything
that would have instigated such
an attack, and that furthermore
he had remained away from church
that day in order that he might
meditate like Socrates upon the
great mystery of creation.
Isom Jones, dusky son of Ham,
also added his illiterate testimony
to the side of the prosecution.
"I know 'em well," said Isom,
"Mistah Mitchell buys de chickens
dat I seals.
He ah a constant
viisitah ter my house and er close
fren of mine."
"Did you see Mister Mitchell on
Sunday, February 21?" inquired
Lawyer Gibson.
"Yes Suh, ah wus messin 'roun in
de field back er de cemetery hill,
an ah seed him. He was runnin
some boys an he had er thing you
looks through.
Er fellah wid a
long crooked nose wus wid him,
and he also had er long thing dat
pulls in and pushe-j out."
"How close were you to the
defendant?" inquired JVtlV, Gibson.
"Bout fifteen and seben""^nths
yarijs suh."
'Very well, that's all."

a victim c circumstices rather than
criminal entions.
Then s$Bt Miss Dantzleg, abashed and tishing, swept upon the
scene. Th "aha" a?.d "alhems" and
a
genen clicking
of eyeballs
throughoutthe audience bore proof
of the fa. that spectators were
hungry fo some choice bits of
rare testimny from the ruby lips
of this yovg damsel.
"I love In," she lipsed.
"Do you .elieve in him?" questioned Judg Law.
"With allny heart."
"What ifhe was convicted of
this heinous:rime?"
"Oh sir, 1 should die of grief,"
and here hr lips trembled with
timorous app^hension.
A tear crep into Judge Law's left
eye, a lump jse in his throat and
lodged again-, his adam's apple.
"Where do youjive?" he asked.
"In Augusta.sjr>" sihe replied.
"What street"
"I object sir "broke in Lawyer
Ross.
"Very well," %i& the Judge, "let
us proceed."
At this pointthe defense rested
its case and te arguments before the jury g. ten underway.
Lawyer M.illinj^iead for acquittal
on the grounds jc,hat Mr. Mitchell
was carrying ouittMa duty and that
he was absolute, devoid of any
criminal intent.
In opposition hto this, Lawyer
Batson expressed ithe opinion that
the defendant w i merely out in
search of a so 'lied "pull," and

case, and a one minute recess was
declared.
Defense Testimony
Mr. Mitchell himself was fir/st to
testify for the defense, but unlike the stormy petrel of the army,
way quite meek and unassuming
"I was only carrying out my
orders," he said.
"Colonel Douglass ordered me to accompany him
and Major Westbury, and I did."
The defendant denied that lie
had ever seen Isom Jones, denied
and stated that he had a passion
for going to church.
"Haven't you gone to Anderson
several times just to keep from
going to church?" inquired Lawyer
Gibson.
"No sir, I went there to see
my sweetie."
Here the court paused a moment,
while the sheriff confiscated a
cigarette which the above ment-,
ioned sweetie, who was seated in;
a very prominent position, was
oxhiliratingly and passionately inhailing.
Mr. Fishburne next took the stand
for the defense.
His testimony
upheld that of Mr. Mitchell. Johnny
Baker, and Wilde, J. A. also testifed
to the effect that Mr. Mitchell was

100 Baths

Staff

The February issue of The Chronicle, Clemson's monthly student
magazine, came from the press last
week.
The contents of the number were
as follows:
Cover Design, by R.
E. Smith; The Hills O' Chesterfield,
poom, by W. L. Baker; Ruined by
Radio, short Story, by H. E. Gaffney; Why We Came to College,
brief essays, by E. W. Carpenter,
T. E Dorn, W. P. Timmerman,
and H. S. Gauit; John C. Calhoun,
the South Carolinian, essay, by W.
W. Bryan; What Confuscius Has
Done for China, essay, by Ko
Chi Li; Tiger Cheer, humor, by
C. E. Hawkins, Exchanges, by E.
W. Carpenter,
Musical Clemson,
by H. E. Gaffney; and Editorials
by Fred Leitzey, editor-in-chief.

For Camel helps all
men who rise proudly to
rise higher and more
jauntily. Camels never
harm or tire your taste,
no matter how plentifully
you smoke them. You'll
never find more friendly
flavor than you get in
Camels.
So this night when
those from long ago return to think of the
roads that join. As you
see in their past your
future unfold, then zestfully taste the smoke
that's prized by the
world's experienced.

HOTEL

125 Rooms

New Issue of Chronicle
Distributed by

WHEN famed men return. And by dancing
firelight they relate their
stories of old — have a
Camel!

JOHN C. CALHOUN
ANDERSON, S. C.

understanding concerning the cae^
of the Calhoun Literary Society vs
"Red"
Mitchell, it is
deemed
ethical to state here that the whole
thing was a farce staged solely for
the purpose of stmilating interest in
the above mentioned society.
Mr. Mitchell was "framed" by a
low minded judge and convicted
by a low minded jury, and, as his
friends well know, was devoid of
any self centered ego that might
have promted him to pull or push,
or use any other unfair means to
drag himself into the embraces of
a Sam Brown.

When old grads
drop in—and around the
fire experiences of then
are fondly retold
—have a Camel!

to

have
entered into an
unlawful
I greement with two desperados
known as "Pistol Pete" Douglass
Bid "Gabriel" Westbury to raid,
Birsue, and capture all cadets that
might be abroad on that day between 11 and 1 o'clock.
The prosecution was represented
by the firm of Batson and Gibson
while Attorneys Ross and Milling
handled the defense.
Only two jurors were rejected
on the grounds that their character
might prove contaminating to the
court, and a preacher named Jordan was rejected because of his
alleged affiliation with the regimental staff.
Following presentation of a true
bill
against Mitchell the
jurors
were sworn in, charges read, and
court gotten under way.
S. E. Jones was first to testify.
He stated that he, in company with
another cadet, was peacefully basking in the sun enjoying the glorious
day along with other hogs and
chickens when a dark cloud, in
the form of "Pistol Pete" and
"Gabriel," appeared on the horizon.
They were accompanied by two red
headed demons, Jones said, which,
upon close inspection, proved to be

that furthermore Mr. Mitchell's
character wouldn't stand excessive
probing.
"He is like the growth
of a rank weed in a fair iand,"
declared the lawyer.
Dewey Gibson, esquire compared
the defendant with Benedict Arnold
and stated that John C. Calhoun,
for whom the John C. Calhoun
Literary Society was named, would
have flopped around in his grave
like a fried eel had he known of
the insidious treachery of Mr. Mitchell.
"But," retaliated Mr. Ross for
the defense, "look at that poor
woman—broken hearted.
There
stands her lover over there.
See
the love light in his eyes, can't
you see he is pining away for her.
Now gentlemen can you be so cruel
as to come between such fond
lovers as these two—could you—
could you?"
But the jury and judge could
come between the fond lovers, and
there was weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth, and Judge Law
in his judicial petticoat banged five
minutes for order, and when the
last howl had subsided, and the
judge solemnly pronounced his sentence, there was a strange calm.
The maiden wiped her tears away
and looked pleased. A broad smile
of contentment overspread Mr.
Mitchell's radiating countenance.
"Now dear," he said caressing his
chosen one, "now I can look through
them all of the time!"
Don't Misunderstand
In order to prevent any mis-

Have a Camel'.
Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the ability
of the world's largest organization of expert tobacco men.
Nothing is too good for Camels. The choicest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos. The most skilful blending. The most
scientific package. No other cigarette made is like Camels.
No better cigarette can be made. Camels are the over'
whelming choice of experienced smokers.

Excellent Cuisine
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Our highest wl:\
do not yet knet
quality, Is that*
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"GIVEN
1L CAST IS
COMEDY HIT

only to grow cotton to meet the
demands
of
the
local
mills,
and to employ diversification in
their farm practices for the state
to retain its position as a cotton
state.

Lehigh University has one of the
most
unusual mascots
in the
country.
During signal practice
r
C.
Chapter
Sponsors last season a turtle was discovered
on the muddy field and was adoptlerry Play by Talented
ed by the team. After each game
Amateurs
the score was carved on his shell.
On last Friday night in the college
chapel the U. D. C. Chapter of
Clemson College presented a threeact miusieal comedy, "Rosetime."
The play was personally directed
by Miss Marguerite Williams of the
Lyceum and Producing Company.
T.he cast was composed entirely
of cadets and residents of the campus
withe the exception of Miss Willliams who acted the part of Rose.
With only three nights of practice
these players presented a comedy
almost professional.
Dr.
F. H. H. Calhoun
was
completely at home as Pa Perkins,
and at may instances caused the
audience to break forth in hilarious
laughter. Mr. Watson, a student,
played the part of the hero in fine
style, Ma singing especially being
enjoyed. It is needless to mention
Miss Williams as Rose, the one
whom the whole play was concerned.
As running mate to Pa Perkine,
Mrs. Mills played wonderfully as
Ma Perkins.
But Props O'Reilly
the property man, acted by ProfessDr John Lane, was the spice of the
program.
His ready wit, interIpersing the program at just the
sxact moments, added greatly to
Fbhe humor of the play. In this line
he was very ably assisted by Prof.
Crowgey as Percy Peabody, the
dignified Englishman.
Other important characters in the
play were:
Cadet Galloway as J.
Dillingham Jones; Mass Margaret
May as Mile. Deauville; Miss Nola
Heath as Babe Brunette; Mr. Seigler as Squint Smith; and, Miss
Eaton as the French Maid.
The girls' chorus was composed
of Misses Amye Sloan, Eloise McH'ugh, Helen Reid, Elizabeth Johnsou, Bessie May Hewer, Margaret
Freeman, Jean Klugh, Maria Martin, and Julia Pickens.
The boys' Chorus wias composed
of Cadets J. K. Avent, L. A. Seaborn, M. B. Farrar, D. L. Batson,
R. C. Jones, F. J. Fishburne, and
J. Kershaw.

EXTENSION OFFICIAL
SPEAKSJO SOCIETY
D. W. Watkins Tells Agriculturists of Cotton Situation
in Texas
rmers of South Carolina
ir Texas' obtaining a
^the production of cotkD. W. Watkins, asof the Extension
rsday evening in
cotton situation
^he Agricultural
lg lands are
laked degree
^situation is
continued,
cotton
.under
^ intern
k.of

A cheer-leading contest was held
between halves at a recent University of Kansas basketball game.
The purpose of this was to give
the students an opportunity to judge
the ability of the prospecive cheer
leaders to give them an idea whom
to vote for in the spring election.

CLOBS AND SOCIETIES

standard types of pavements that
are constructed with asphalt as
wearing courses.
—E. T. M.

A. S. C. E. HEARS LECTURE
The local chapter of the A. S.
C. E. heard an illustrated lecture
on "Asphalt Pavement" last Friday.
All civil engineering students of
the two upper classes were invited,
and a large attendance enjoyed the
meeting.
The lecture was given by Mr.
W. C. Ricketts, representative of the
Asphalt Assooiatoin. Mr. Ricketts
gave interesting talks on each slide
which brought out many details
that would have been missed otherwise.
This series of slides showed each
process in the preparation of the
asphalt for commercial purposes.
Some of the last slides showed the

A. S. M. MEETS
On Monday evening, March 1,
1926, the local chapter of the A.
S. M. E. held its regular meeting.
A large number of the members of
the society were present to enjoy the delightful program.
C. A. McGill resigned as president of the society on account of
his athletic activities which will
require a large portion of his
time.
E. M. Saliey was elected
to fill the vacant position. There
is no doubt that he will do everything in his power to further the
progress of the organization.
The program consisted of the
presentation of the current events

he said that the
>uth Carolina need

Rex Beach might be a good summer resort, but we know blame well
the Hudson Bay wasn't cut out foi
a race horse.
Prof.: Tell us in as few words
as posiible the story of George
Washington and the Cherry Tree.
Stude: Applesauce.
"I can't keep my socks up," said
the prize fighter to his opponent a*
he hit below the belt.
When the hard wind blows the
girlie shows if Nature bestowed her
knocks or bows.

Loomis never dreamed
he'd make a salesman

E. W. Loomis started
life as a farmer boy—-a
real "dirt" farmer—as did
his parents and grandparents before him.
Across the corn furrows, however, he would
catch sight on the road of
the only kind of engineer a
farmer boy of that day saw—a civil
engineer—and a civil engineer
Loomis determined he would be.
At Delaware University, however, he got a job in the electrical laboratory—he also waited
table, played football, wrestled,
was commissary of the Commons,
ran the battalion and did a number of other things, besides
studying electrical engineering.
One day a kindly professor said
to him—"You understand men

a
the
'condifable for
Fd to the
'Texas, Mr.
ion
of one
Eirely devoid of
r
and of a town
'WATER-Flve

by A. Rose, and an instructive talk
on "A New Line of Small Turbines"
by F. B. Hall. Several other short
talks were made.
All business
matters were agreed upon at this
time.

rn]T The question is sometimes asked: Where do young men get when
^\they enter a large industrial organization? Have they opportunity
to exercise creative talents? Or are they forced into narrow grooves?
This series of advertisements throws light on these questions. Each advertisement takes up the record of a college man who came with the Westinghouse Company within the last ten years or so, after graduation.

even better than you do electricity and engineering, why not
go in for the sale of electrical
apparatus?" Loomis liked the
idea—came to Westinghouse —
took the student course—then
off" to the New York Office as a
"cub" salesman.
He worked—he always had—
both on the farm and in college.
In three years he was head of a
section of the industrial sales department. By 1922 he was

manager of the Industrial Division of the New York Office—
charged with responsibility for
the sale of Westinghouse apparatus to all industrial customers
in New York State and in the
northern half of New Jersey.
Loomis has fifty-two men
working under his direction. It
is barely eleven years since the
wise old professor remarked to
him—"Consider selling; it's a
promising field."

Westinghouse
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BASEBALL SCORNS COLD WEATHER
TIGER TRAGKSTERS
GETTING IN SHAPE
DURIN6WARM DAYS

ft"

Prospects Bright for Repetition
of Last Year's Good
Record

w^«J5i
The March blasts have arrived in full force, and' in spite of
the fact that the cadetss are still wearing overcoats and pulling
down chin straps to keep their headgear in place, the Tiger
nine continues to disregard the wintry blasts. Every afternoon Coach Cul Richards has his varsity candidates out for
action, and his men are putting in good time in preparation
for the opening game with Georgia Tech on March 19th.
The daily practices, which heretofore have had a makeshift
appearance, have taken on a more businesslike air since the
team has begun to report on the field attired in newly acquired uniforms. The work-outs lately have developed into
exhibitions of speed and accuracy as the Tigers are beginning
to polish up their form. The weather has been very unfavorable for pitchers, but the other players have been putting in
some good time.
Although the scanty track uniform is not a very comfortable
form of attire when the wearer is forced to breast the wintry
gale, the Clemson tracksters are not to be driven indoors to
seek the warmth of a radiator. March winds, chilled by the
icy peaks of the Blue Ridge Mountains, are only objects of
scorn to Tiger track men who daily report for an afternoon's
grind on the cinder path regardless of the diabolic efforts of
the weather man.
The football season is not over
yet. It -seems that the great game
Is destined to become a year round
sport.
Every spring the coaches
at all the colleges over the country
get their football material together
and begin to get things lined up
for the next season. This spring
as always, the same thing has
happened, but to add spice and
variety to the ou-of-season practice
Georgia and Oglethrope met in the
only contest of its kind in the
world, in wihieh Georgia won 34 to
7.

Although Rat baseball practice
has not begun regularly, those few
who have been working out on
Riggs Field lately sihow up brightly
as promising . prospects for a winning Cub team. "Hoot" Gibson and
Dean Pear man ,two prospective
pitchers, both of whom have splendid records have been practicing
regularly, and are getting into
form for the coming season. There
are others who have equally fine
high school records and who under,
the capable direction of Coach Tink
Gillam, will round out into a fast
nine that will rival, if not surpass,
the Cub'machine of last year. Coach
Gillam will take charge of the
Young Tigers shortly and practice will begin in earnest.

At Clemson .spring football is
creating quite a bit of interest,
—much more, indeed, than in past
years.
It is quite evident here,
as elsewhere over the country, that
football is growing rapidly in popuThe limelight has not yet been
larity, and will probably become focused on Clemson's fistic aspirforemost in sports in America some ants, but the time is not long off
time in the near future.
when Ern Carpenter's proteges,—
knights of the padded mittens—,
Harvard, Princeton, and Yale, the will make their presence known.
Big Three in northern universities These embryonic leather pushers are
have hit upon what seems to be a deriving a let of pleasure from
unique plan for bringing in revenue punching each other in the nose,
from football games.
The price and they are getting a good bit
of tickets to football games at these of splendid exercise out of it too.
universities has heretofore been We hope to see some title winners
three dollars.
The authorities in among the group.
charge of athletics at these instituMiami University of Ohio has addtions have devised a plan, wihereby
students' tickets will be reduced ed a four-year course in athletic
to two dollars and alumni tickets coaching to its curriculum. Instrucwill be raised to five dollars. Au- tion in the fundamentals of each
thorities believe that this will in- sport and of each position on all
crease the receipts c-f the football teams is taught. A bureau is also
games.
The extra revenue will to be established to secure positions
be used to help defray expenses of for graduates.
other less profitable branches of
Chalk up another one vs. the
athletics.
fair sex.
A full-blooded Mohican
Ever since Miss Helen Wills, Indian declared in a college adwoman tennis champion of America, dress that white women use more
sailed for Europe the papers have paint than the Indians ever did.
been full of sport news from overFive minutes is ample time for
seas,—tennis and otherwise. Among
that listed as otherwise is the fol- any young man to say farewell to
lowing article clipped from the At- any young lady, according to the
authorities of the Colorado State
lanta Journal:
Teachers' College.
That may be
New Sport Record in
25-Kilometer Camel Race true, but we don't believe in doing
TUNIS, March 6.— (A. P.)—A so important a thing in such a
new official record has gone into hurry. Which differentiates saying
the annals of sport. A camel, in goodbye from saying goodbye.
a duly supervised race here, has
just made a 3 1-8 mile lap of a
Two sudents comprised the first
25-kilometer race about 15 5-8 graduating class at Cornell College,
miles—in 12 minutes, or at a speed Iowa. As there were but two of
of about 3.40 to the mile.
them, they did the natural thing
and married each other on their
There were four starters in the commencement day, thus forming a
arce and the finish was close.
permanent alumni association.

In spite of the icy blasts from
the snow capped peaks to the north
and west of the Lair, the Tiger
tracksters get out every afternoon
for practice, and under the supervision of Coach Saunders they are
progressing nicely. The number of
candidates this spring is unusually
'arge, and among them there are
the making of a successful track
team—one that will repeat if not
better the splendid record set by
last year's cinder path men. The
Tiger track team last year was the
most successful of Cemson's athletic machines, winning all the state
meets and several out of state meets,
thereby becoming Palmetto State
State champions.
Members of last year's track team
who are back at Clemson for another
season of races and field events are
Roy, Newman, Cullum, Turner,
Mitchell, Cannon, Dupre and King,
while additions from the 1925 Rat
class are Blakney, Dozier, Jones, and
Link.
Ross
O'Dell, famous
over all
Dixie for his pole-vaulting, is back
in college, and will be a mainstay
of the team.
Among these are some men who
made famous records. Wallace Roy
set
a
new record
HOT
the
four-fourty at the State Meet in
Clnton last spring by reeling off
the distance in fifty-one flat. Carter Newman and Red Cullum also
did some spectacular running in
the same races and were point winners in several events.
Also at
Sewanee both Newman and Roy
stepped out again and missed first
places in the 8 80 and 440 by only
a few inches. The Tiger relay team
also did itself proud in Atlanta at
the Tech Relays by outstanding
all the contestants by thirty yards.
With these men back and with
many others as good a successful
track season for Clemson this year
is evident from the start.

BASEBALL OUTLOOK
IMPROVES AS TIME
FOR GAMES NEARS

the season, and Coach Cul thinks
that the prospects for a good team
this year are exceptionally bright.
He has been trying several different combinations on the infield
every afternoon, and is pleased with
the showing that each of these has
made.
Among the best prospects for the
the infield positions are Hughes,
Dunlap, Manning, Martin, Jones,
Herron, and others, while Carter,
Moore, McGraw, Eskew, and Jones
are the brightest lights out on the
greensward.
The receiving staff
consists of McGill, who will do the
bulk of stopping, ably assisted by
Tison and Atkinson. Lefty Smith
and Martin are showing up as the
best bets for the twirling outfit,
and will probably be called on for
the greater part of the pitching.
Although nothing has been heard
lately of the proposed trip to Cuba,
the team is not entirely without
■hope.
However, they are putting
in all their spare time getting ready
for those games that they are certain
to play.

STUDENTS CHOOSE
NEW MEMBERS OF
ATHLETIC^ COUNCIL
Major Martin Again Heads
Association; Six Members
of Council Elected
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GILLAM DIREI
SPRINGJOI
Capt. "Chub" Harvey Pie!
Over Large Number of
Freshmen
Spring football opened up with
a bang on last Thursday afternoon
when thirty-five men reported to
Coach "Tink" for practice. Blocking passing and, a little signal drill
is the only work that is being done
as yet, but before the end of the
week Coacn "Tink" hopes to have
his men down to hard work.
Company football, which has been
holding attention for the past weeks,
is nearly over, and with its ending
Coach hopes to have many more men
turn out.
Captain "Chub" Harvey is very
much encouraged over the number
of "newboys" that have reported
for practice.
With such men as
Moorer, lines, the two big Davis
brothers, Hall, "Little Jake" Wray,
and AVall coming up from the rat
team, we expect to put out a Tiger
team next year that will beat anything in the state.
Four sororites came to the aid
of their boy friends at the University of Nebraska, and announcedi
that they will refuse to go on dateff
with any men who rent cars. Thil
came as a result of a fight started
by students to secure a reduction^
in the rent of drive-your-self cars.
The new rates, which started the
fight, mean a charge of approximately a dollar an evening above
the old.

The Athletic Association, which
is composed of the entire student
body, met in the college chapel
last Friday morning for the purpose
of electing new members to fill
The athletic committee at Norththe expired terms of those who
served
on the Athletic
Council western is thinking of erecting a
during the past year.
The men field house to care for indoor
The proposed houses will
elected are particularly fitted for sports.
their duties.
All of the student seat 10,000 people and will cost
members are athletes who are stars over S600..000.
In their respective sports.
They
should understand the responsibilities which will be placed on their
shoulders.
Professor S. M. Martin, better
known as Major, was unanimously
elected to succeed himself as president of the Association. Prof. J.
Logan Marshall and Prof. Dennis
Kavanaugh were elected as faculty
members of the council. The four
students who will serve as student
i —BOOST YOUR* I
representatives are: C. C. Newman,
"",* AVERAGE/
J. A. ("Shine") Milling, C. M. Rey;
nolds and W. R. O'Dell.
,'.. Send for Cataloq
The student vice-president who is
to succeed F. B. Leitzey was not
elected. He will be chosen at the
next meeting of the association,
which is to be held at an earb
date.

iaBALLTlME/

Experiments at Mulenberg ColCold March Winds Fail to Imlege have proven that a champanpede Pactice on Riggs
zee is more than four times as
Field
strong
as a man of
the same
weight. Several big apes were inAlthough the weather last week duced to pull a rope attached to
was rather unfavorable for baseball a strength measuring ap-paratus,
practice, Coach Richards' men kept and then a number of football
continually at work, and put in players from Augustan College, S.
some valuable time in preparation D., tried their strength on the same
for the first game of the season instrument. Although man is greatwhich is to be played with Georgia ly inferior to the ape in muscular
Tech in Atlanta, March 19. The power, he can hold his own very
cold winds of Saturday and Monday well mentally, it is believed.
prevented the twirlers from doing
The football team from Drake
much, but infield and hatting practice was good. Tuesday afternoon Unievrslty has received an offer
was a typical balmy spring afternoon from the University of Hawaii to
and the work-out yesterday was play a post season game in the isThat won't be
probably the most profitable that lands next year.
fair.
The hoys from 'Drake will
the Tigers have had this season.
The candidates are showing up never be able to deciper their
unusually strong for this time of opponent's signals.
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